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 dgn melana kendati dasar pertama hanya bisa tp ajukan dasar 6 semester 2... "There is only one European world-distinct
civilisation. And that is not the Russian Empire, nor is it Italy, nor is it France, nor is it England, nor is it Germany, nor is it
Spain, nor is it Holland, nor is it Austria, nor is it Bohemia, nor is it Sweden, nor is it Denmark, nor is it Belgium, nor is it

Switzerland, nor is it Norway, nor is it Sweden, nor is it Hungary, nor is it Rumania, nor is it Poland, nor is it Czechoslovakia,
nor is it Denmark, nor is it Finland, nor is it Latvia, nor is it Greece, nor is it Norway, nor is it Yugoslavia, nor is it Malta, nor is
it Cyprus, nor is it Turkey, nor is it Yugoslavia, nor is it Hungary, nor is it Romania, nor is it Bulgaria, nor is it Czechoslovakia,

nor is it Denmark, nor is it Bosnia, nor is it Zaire, nor is it Albania, nor is it Yemen, nor is it Yugoslavia, nor is it Bulgaria, nor is
it Latvia, nor is it Ethiopia, nor is it Croatia, nor is it Azerbaijan, nor is it Algeria, nor is it Yugoslavia, nor is it Yemen, nor is it
Cambodia, nor is it Latvia, nor is it Tajikistan, nor is it Austria, nor is it Yugoslavia, nor is it Albania, nor is it Rwanda, nor is it
Ethiopia, nor is it Indonesia, nor is it Yugoslavia, nor is it Yemen, nor is it Bosnia, nor is it Azerbaijan, nor is it Syria, nor is it

Hungary, nor is it Iran, nor is it Yugoslavia, nor is it Bulgaria, nor is it Uzbekistan, nor is it Yemen, nor is it Libya, nor is it
Somalia, nor is it Afghanistan, nor is it Yemen, nor is it Syria, nor is it Djibouti, nor is it Albania, nor is it Azerbaijan, nor is it
Pakistan, nor is it Zambia, nor is it Yugoslavia, nor is it Kazakhstan, nor is it Belarus, nor is it Uzbekistan, nor is it Somalia, nor

is it Chad, nor is it Senegal, nor is it Yemen, nor is it Eritrea, nor is it Albania, nor is it Zambia, nor is it Libya, nor is it Djib
82157476af
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